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YAY FOR YOU
The Los Angeles based  
brand YAY FOR YOU  
is sustainably made  
with deadstock fabrics.  
Babies with good taste  
everywhere will want more than one!  
‘The New Onesie’ is designed to keep 
up with your baby’s adventures. 
The unisex design provides maximum 
mobility and flexibility in any situation. 
Discover more at yayforyoubaby.com 
and follow @yayforyoubaby on IG. 

THE LITTLE BLAZER COMPANY
The Little Blazer Company® partners 
timeless, distinguished tradition with free and 
contemporary expression of individuality. Made 
in the United Kingdom, this gender-neutral 
heirloom collection is crafted from bespoke 
Harris Tweed® pure new wool, is lined with 
vegan satin and has exquisite embroidery 
detail. Visit thelittleblazercompany.com 
and follow @thelittleblazercompany on IG.

OAK & ROVE
Oak & Rove’s Alto Briefcase is a 
must-have accessory for the modern 
professional who values style and 
functionality. Built with high-quality 
lightweight nylon and full grain leather, 
this briefcase ensures easy travel 
and tidy organisation. With its sleek 
lines and smart design, it’s the perfect 
choice for those who want to make 
a statement wherever they go. Visit 
oakandrove.com and follow them on 
IG @oakandrove

GINA HETHERINGTON
Gina Hetherington is an Australian artist  
who loves to create good vibes with her 
abstract paintings, inspired by the beauty  
of the natural world. Quality prints available. 
Visit: ginahetherington.com and follow  
@ginahetheringtonart on IG.

THE BLAZER COMPANY - SS

CONVOY  
FRAGRANCES
Innovate your 
fragrance game 
with Convoy, 
makers of the 
most advanced 
solid fragrances 
for men. 
Developed in 
Grasse, France, 
these highly 
concentrated solid parfums are alcohol  
free and will travel anywhere with you in an 
ultra-portable and re-fillable metal case. Visit 
convoyuk.com and follow @convoy_uk on IG.

MOI MILI
Moi Mili is a 
premium lifestyle 
brand, offering 
top quality lines 
of luxury pillows, 
decorations and 
accessories, crafted 

with genuine concern for the right mood at 
home. Klaudia Wcisło, the brand owner, loves 
to enliven and decorate the interior so that 
it gives a sense of security and uniqueness. 
Original Moi Mili products are available in many 
stationary boutiques and concept stores, as 
well as online stores almost all over the world. 
Visit moimili.com and follow @moi_mili on IG.

OAKS CLOTHING
Oaks was created by a mother who envisioned 
a better tomorrow for her children. Oaks’ quality 
articles are designed to mix and match with 
each neutral piece having been carefully, and 
lovingly, designed with your children in mind. 
So let them be little and let them run free- they 
will change the world with individuality and 
compassion! Visit oaksdeeplyrooted.com 
and follow @ohheyoaks on IG.

TAMIKO  
JEWELLERY
Tamiko 
Jewellery is a 
fine jewellery 
brand based in 
Japan creating 
bespoke, 
unique and 
beautiful 
designs with artistic flair. Featured is their 
open-type ring from the NAMI collection made 
of layered 18-carat yellow gold and 18-carat 
white gold. It is simple yet shines with subtle 
individuality. Visit tamikojewellery.com and 
follow @tamikojewellery_japan on IG.

TYPE B COLLECTION 
Launched in 2020, 
Type B collection 
was founded on the 
principle of quality while 
offering exceptionally 
creative designs. 
Montreal-designed 
and Italian-made, Type 
B demonstrates the 
versatility of scarves. 
Designed to tell a story, 
each scarf is fabricated 
using hand-made materials and meticulous 
attention to detail. Visit typebcollection.com 
and follow @typebcollection on IG.
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KNDLZ
A handmade, 
100% organic 
line of candles 
that help 
people create 
an atmosphere 
through scent. 
Shape your 
own inspiring 
ritual to 
balance your 
energy and practice aromatherapy and  
self-care. Use wrd25 for 25% off (expires 
24/05/23). Visit kndlzshop.com and follow  
@shyckndlz on IG.

EMMA CAREY  
BAXENDALE
Emma Carey 
Baxendale is 
a multidisciplinary 
artist and designer 
with a stunning 
range of limited 
edition prints and 
original paintings. 
Currently residing 
between the UK 
and Spain, Emma 
has exhibited internationally. Browse  
www.careybaxendale.com and follow  
@carey_baxendale_ art on IG.

MAEV
MAEV is one of the first US based human-
grade raw dog food companies. Diet is the 
most important choice you make for a dog. 
Now, the healthiest choice is easy with Maev. 
Follow @meetmaev on IG or shop online 
at meetmaev.com

CARMEN DELPRAT
Carmen Delprat’s exotic art merges in several styles 
including fine art, surrealism and symbolism creating 
dreamy interpretations of the world around her. Carmen 
sells her unique art as originals, fine art prints, gift cards 
and stunning art scarves, paring art with luxury in perfect 
harmony and style. Visit www.carmendelpratart.com and 
follow @carmendelpratart on IG. 

JACX CARTER 
DESIGNS
Jacx Carter Designs, 
a minority, woman 
owned business 
based out of Maryland, 
USA, was founded 
in 2021 by self taught 
owner and creator, 
TieSha Carter. TieSha 
explores different materials and techniques, 
curating an eclectic mix of handmade 
earrings, bracelets, and necklaces. You will 
find pieces for women of all ages; for everyday 
or occasion wear. Visit jacxcdesigns.com 
and follow @jacxcarterdesigns on IG.

ANI BIOME
Ani Biome’s pioneering Vitality as a ServiceTM membership provides 
science-backed interventions and guidance to a more vital life. 
Ani Biome’s collection of AgeBioticsTM offers fermented nutraceuticals 
that are designed to support healthspan and gut health. Their 
convenient format takes only 2 seconds to prepare by pinching, 
folding and diluting in a glass of water. The Ani HabitTM app enables 
personalisation through a 1-min daily assessment combined with data 
from at-home metabolic test kits. To find out more on how to begin your 
vitality journey visit anibiome.ai and follow @ani_biome on IG.

OTKUTYR
OTKUTYR’s SS/23 Bridal Haute Couture capsule 
is inspired from a fairytale; depicting the feelings 
that a bride goes through on her monumental day. 
From the extremely detail oriented and regal, to 
the simple and body hugging silhouette for the 
girl next door. Special thanks to Jean Baraq lace 
for custom making OTKUTYR’s lace design for the 
biggest wedding gown in the collection. 8 months 
of hand beading work following their visions, exact 
placement and design. OTKUTYR is proud to be the 
oldest French lace ambassador and to view the latest 
collection don’t hesitate to book an appointment: 
info@otkutyr.com. Visit otkutyr.com and follow  
@otkutyrfashionhouse on IG.

ROYAL WAY
Royal Way was 
founded by the 
Young Portuguese 
entrepreneur Luisa 
Ferreira dos Santos 
in 2019, deciding to 
create and design 
her own brand 
with the beauty of 
elegant jewellery 
made of waterproof 
material  (stainless steel) as well as portable 
personalised leather jewellery boxes. The  
brand also offers an elegant clothing line. Visit  
royal-way.pt and follow on IG: @royalway_lfs
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